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 - Ananda Until guess what happens has been done to you until guess what happens parts of society are harmful to you
also to your spiritual evolution you are trapped. Western civilization has been manipulated for an extremely, very long
time into bad, low-frequency manifestations and structures of control, limitation, fear, and judgment. You cannot change
this until you 1st see it, accept that it's so, and then, in awareness, shift your consciousness. We have been your friends,
your teachers, and your fellow travelers on this most magnificent journey into consciousness. This publication is
presented by many beings of high rate of recurrence who love you and your society very much. We bring you basic
teachings about reality: what it really is, where you come from, why you are here, what your body is, the method that
you get sick, why you thrive, and even more. We have been assigned the spiritual practice to bring these teachings
through this becoming so that we are able to help stage you in the correct direction to find your way Home. We have
been Ananda. These higher-regularity shifts and adjustments are difficult to realize unless you know very well what
offers been inflicted on you and what options you are making and how they impact you.Change Your Fact by Changing
YOUR BRAIN This book describes the systematic and problematic top features of your mindset and the culture that your
collective awareness is manufacturing to be able to change them.
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Amazing, life changing book This is an incredible, life changing book in probably the most positive ways. Anyone who is
on the spiritual path but feels limited by the "external" world must read this book in order to learn how to truly take
part in specific and collective creation. This is the third publication that I've browse by this writer and each provides
teaching and understanding that is detailed, easy to understand, and essential to make healing adjustments on a person
and planetary level. Five Stars Fantastic Book Five Stars Excellent book. and therefore, from our cultural early child
rearing habits we learned the practicality and public acceptance to just numb out instead of creative listening,
exploration, and expression to your inner voice. Step out of the Matrix.. I was comforted by this book. I love all of the
wisdom that comes through Ananda via Tina, but this reserve particularly hits a chord with me. Adults Have More
Pacifiers than the Kids Did not enter exact, explicit information regarding how corrupt our current health, food,
education, spiritual, financial, and political systems are, mostly gave simple overviews. It was very best for me to read
page after page of endorsement from a higher authority for all the concepts that I am already teaching to others. This
reserve reinforced to me that I'm on your path and despite my tips being a little "out there" there for some people,
they're truth.. It's a relatively short read and generally written in language that is easy to understand and yet packed
filled with good information for anybody on a learning route or a spiritual awakening route. However, the focus got into
how to believe critically, operate individually, and exercise one's personal freedom of choice to generate the world you
need to observe. I am a Holistic PHYSICIAN and sometimes feel like I've stuck my neck out when I teach things such as
the holistic method of nutrition, how illness outcomes from imbalances in the chakra program, how our thoughts block
our energy, how exactly to direct energy through selecting where to spend our money, and how tv is controlling our
thoughts. I have already recommended this reserve to those of my customers who are available to reading this type of
material, and will continue to achieve this.An analogy that was made is that all of our myriad addictions to comfort, self-
soothing, emotional stuffing, and such aren't fundamentally different in kind from giving a baby a pacifier... Many thanks
Tina and Ananda for getting this materials to help us. Worth Reading SEVERAL Time! Ananda brings some extremely
direct-talk to us with this text, which observes our Western (American) culture, and the limiting belief structures which
we have been indoctrinated into unconsciously. Shifting from an internal state of (controlling) dread to one of like and
peace is necessary to change our world for the better. In this book, we are given the knowing of this, the knowledge to
do so, and the measures to take right now to become a section of this evolution that is speeding up and unavoidable.
Prepare to end up being educated and inspired with this most recent text, provided designed for our unique
requirements as part of Western Culture. Loved it. I could highly recommend it, and also all of Tina's books, I've read
every one of them. She is normally an excellent channel, I state that, because, I've examine countless books by different
channels, and she actually is truly among the best there is!! Get it. I recommend! You will thank yourself. Easy browse.!
Enlightening and existence changing. Essential read for the enlightened soul education. Brilliant. Feel your vibration lift
as you read. Speaks to your soul. A must read! When you have any questions about your life's purpose and methods to
achieve peace and fulfillment, this publication explains it in easy-to-read words. This book has the capacity to lift the
veil of ignorance created by fear and teaches the energy of Love. Have actually enjoyed all Tina's books A very
interesting read loaded with important pointers which are . We All HAVE TO Wake Up I love Tina's books. I've personally
been on this path for many, a long time, seeking the truth. It doesn't matter if the book is certainly a channel from
Ananda or Jesus, all of them are teaching the truth. This reserve is Ananda and it is well worth reading. Five Stars Five
Star DISCOVER YOUR TRUE Personal AND GET INSPIRED! We can all finally understand the "why's" of our lives and
make an effort to accomplish like and forgiveness every day. This is simply not an abstract reserve about spirituality,
but rather a concrete instruction-like manual made to help (1) humans explore long kept myths and misconceptions
about the human being trip and (2) make positive life changes to better connect with spiritual dimensions and
understanding. Great Book For Enlightenment This was a truly enlightening book, I gained a good deal of wisdom from it.
Thank you Tina!.. An extremely interesting read loaded with important pointers which are needed for our transformation
during this extraordinary time we are going through.
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